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LED is the new standard choice for lighting. Here you can 
find information on efficiency, life-time, flicker, drivers, colour 
temperature and MacAdams.
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THIS IS LED

Lighting Innovations Africa are developing luminaires specifically for LED'S, creating viable solutions 
across the whole spectrum of a lighting project. Drawing on almost thirty years of lighting know-how 
and innovation, this approach has focused on softening the intensity of the light to create a harmony 
between efficiency and comfort.

LED LIGHT

An acronym for light-emitting diode, an LED is a semiconductor that radiates light when subjected to electrical impulses – a phenomenon 
called electroluminescence. An LED runs on direct current (DC) and requires a separate electrical power supply  –  a ‘driver’.

The driver converts the mains voltage to an optimal level for the LED. 

Excess of electrons

Shortage of electrons
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An LED consists of two sections: one with an excess of electrons (n-conducting) and one with a shortage of electrons (p-conducting). 
The light is generated when these electrons strive to achieve balance. The boundary between these two areas is called the p-n 
junction or depletion layer, and this is where it all happens. When direct current is connected to the diode, the excess and shortage 
balance out to create light.

Small and effective

LED'S are very small; the active light-emitting surface is no bigger than 1–2 mm². A single LED can rarely produce enough light for a 
given lighting situation. For the unit to work, it must be mounted on a circuit board, with multiple LED'S combing in a cluster to form an 
LED module (not to be confused with retrofitted light sources). LED modules come in many varieties with specially adapted light output 
and designed to suit specific types of luminaires.

Coloured light

Usually white light is created by applying a phosphor-based coating to a blue diode, either directly on the diode or on a separate 
plate over it. Colour shifting in red, green and blue is generally referred to as RGB control. About 65,000 colours can be obtained 
by mixing and combining these three colours at various strengths. Further options are possible with the inclusion of white as well 
(RGBW) allowing a wider range of colours. Creating a specific colour requires some type of control unit or interface to a program that 
communicates via DALI or DMX 512.

10.1 LED LIGHTING SYSTEMS

Phosphor

Lighting Innovations Africa and LED

Lighting Innovations Africa uses only LED’s, or LED modules, from recognised manufacturers and pays close attention towards 
ensuring they are powered for optimal lifespan and efficiency.

To help safeguard against the negative issues related to excessive heat, all components within the Lighting Innovations Africa range 
remain within the manufacturers stated levels. An additional safety margin is added when measuring the control temperature (tc) 
and when calculating the temperature of the LED (tj). This policy has been applied to other electronics, such as high-frequency 
drivers and emergency lighting, for many years and has helped ensure the stated expected lifespan is always achieved by a good 
margin. 

The design is optimised by using software that stimulates temperatures and a heat camera to test calculations on the luminaire 
prototypes. During inspections and testing, the luminaire is always installed in the way it is intended to be used by the end customer. 
By including these processes at the early stage of the design, this additional margin can be included without increasing the cost of 
the luminaire.
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PERFORMANCE, COLOUR 
PROPERTIES AND LIFE OF LED

Luminous flux

Comparing LED with traditional solutions can easily turn into a matter of apples and oranges. The properties measured in the 
laboratory of an LED chip manufacturer cannot be directly linked to how an LED module performs in a luminaire. To get a good idea 
of the luminaire's performance, the LED needs to be placed in its specific lighting context. Thus the complete luminaire needs to be 
measured at its normal operating temperature and orientation to get an accurate and practical result.

Energy Efficiency

The energy efficiency of an LED luminaire cannot be defined by light output, because LED modules do not have a standardised 
nominal luminous flux as fluorescent tubes do. The reason for this is that the whole luminaire, including the LED and the electrical 
driver, is counted as a reference, with the result that the light output ratio is always 100%. Instead, the efficiency (or more correctly 
efficacy) of an LED luminaire is defined as the ratio of the total measured luminous flux (lm) to the total electrical power consumed 
including driver (lm/W).

Operating temperature

Heat has the greatest negative impact on an LED’s lifespan, luminance and efficiency. This is why Lighting Innovations Africa makes 
sure when developing LED luminaires that the temperature of the components remains within the manufacturer’s specifications and 
meets the requirements in our own policy. Manufacturers of LED and drivers specify a TC temperature of x degrees but according 
to the standard a safety margin is added. The Lighting Innovations Africa policy of staying below the specified Tc, can result in a 
difference in temperature in the electronics compared to a luminaire of another manufacturer. This has a major impact on lifespan, 
colour quality and colour rendition. 

An LED very rarely fails although, as with any electronic product, there is a normal failure rate. Rather than failing, an LED generates 
reduced light output over time.

10  TECHNICAL
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10.1 LED LIGHTING SYSTEMS

The economic and environmental alternative

The better alternative from an environmental stance as  the  
energy efficiency and long lifespan are the two key benefits of 
LED. At the end of its life an LED module is recycled in the same 
way as other electronics. Although unlike traditional light sources, 
such as fluorescent tubes, LED modules contain no mercury, 
which simplifies waste management and reduces the risk of 
emissions.

Superior efficiency – less waste

As with all lighting, the greatest impact on the environment is 
related to the energy used during its use. The large amount of 
light produced, compared to the energy consumed, makes 
LED solutions very efficient, this is particulary important when the 
electricity used to power them comes from sources that are not 
environmentally optimised, such as coal.  

However, the environmental impact of an LED luminaire in terms 
of energy efficiency and lifespan is always dependent on how 
the luminaire is designed and what context it is intended to be 
used in. Lighting Innovations Africa design their luminaires to be 
both efficient and photometrically effective – providing lighting 
solutions that meet the lighting performance needs of the users, 
as well as reducing the overall project energy costs.

Maintenance-free

Outside of standard cleaning, LED luminaires are pretty much 
maintenance free throughout their lifecycle. As such, larger 
organisations can save considerable amounts by not having 
to keep stock of equipment and associated man-power in 
replacing the light sources.

Equipped for mechanical stress

LED'S do not contain any moving or fragile parts. Therefore, a 
properly designed LED luminaire is well-equipped to handle 
vibrations and other mechanical stress.

LED outdoor

Generally speaking, LED technology is ideal for outdoor lighting. 
A well-designed LED luminaire is equipped to cope with all the 
stresses the outdoor environment offers.

Durable technology

LED technology is energy efficient and provides a large 
amount of light relative to the energy consumed. The effect on 
the environment in terms of reduced energy consumption is 
considerable, especially in cases where the electricity comes 
from sources that are not environmentally optimised. As the 
technology evolves the luminous efficacy of LED's continues to 
increase dramatically. 

An LED module has a lifetime that far exceeds traditional 
light sources. This results in reduced material consumption 
and less stress on the recycling system. Unlike traditional light 
bulbs, LED'S contain no mercury, which is positive from both an 
environmental and recycling standpoint. 

Another advantage of LED lighting in outdoor environments is 
that cold temperatures actually have a positive effect on the 
diodes, enhancing light flow and lifespan. This, when compared 
with a light source with an aluminium housing , offers extremely 
durable, reliable, maintenance-free luminaires that require a 
minimal amount of electricity in relation to the amount of light 
they generate. An LED luminaire is practically maintenance-free 
throughout its lifetime. Not having to change light source saves 
both time and money.

Colour temperature

The colour temperature of a light source is given in Kelvin (K). 

Originally, Kelvin was a measure of the colour of a heated (and 
therefore glowing) black body. For lamps with a filament, this 
measure is easy to apply, as the colour temperature in Kelvin 
is the same as the actual temperature of the filament. For 
light sources with no filament – such as fluorescent tubes, gas 
discharge lamps and LED'S – we must calculate a correlated 
colour temperature (CCT) in Kelvin. 

Colour temperature may vary from one manufacturer to another 
even if they report the same measurement. In addition, the 
colour temperature of an LED can change over time, which 
means that the value after several thousand hours of use will 
not be the same as that for a new product. When LED chips 
are produced, their colour temperatures and luminous flux vary 
widely, making it preferable to choose from a limited assortment. 
Manufacturers sort their products into ‘bins’ according to their 
performance. The fewer bins your LED'S are selected from, the 
more stable the quality of the product. The closer the selection 
the more the supply decreases and the cost increases, therefore 
luminaire manufacturers tend to accept LED'S from nearby bins 
as well.

This illustration shows how to calculate a correlated colour 
temperature: The filled-in curve shows the colour temperature 
in actual Kelvin degrees. The chromaticity of the light source 
is measured on one of the isothermal lines and the correlated 
colour temperature is the point where the line crosses the curve.

Curve A
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Chromaticity

The chromaticity of an LED product – that is, degree of deviation 
of its colour temperature – is defined in MacAdam ellipses in 
Standard Deviation of Colour Matching (SDCM) as per the CIE 
1964 standard. The MacAdam system originates from the United 
States and ranks colour quality on a scale of 0 to 10.

Between 1 and 3 is it difficult to see differences in colour, 
but further up the scale it can have obvious and negative 
disparities. The problems are greatest when lighting a white 
surface, or placing an LED strip very close to a white wall. 

The requirements for most other Indoor environments are usually 
around MacAdam 2-3 SDCM. For most exterior applications, 
a rating of MacAdam 5 SDCM is perfectly OK. By comparison, 
a T5 fluorescent tube from the major manufacturers is about 
MacAdam 4.

As a rule, the minimum MacAdam requirements are outlined 
below:

INTERIOR APPLICATIONS

MacAdam  1–3 SDCM  
• MacAdam 2 SDCM: museum, gallery applications
• MacAdam 3 SDCM: office, school, retail, healthcare 

applications

EXTERIOR APPLICATIONS

MacAdam  3–5 SDCM  
• MacAdam 3 SDCM: outdoor facades
• MacAdam 5 SDCM: other outdoor applications

Colour quality

One of the key considerations is how the colour quality of 
a product changes throughout its lifespan. Some LED’s can 
maintain a very high colour quality for the first thousand hours 
but then deteriorate rapidly. The design of the luminaire is 
another critical factor, where insufficient cooling or the LED 
being run too hard, can both have a negative impact.

Variations in white light

White diodes come in a wide range of colour temperatures, 
from warm white to very cold (2700–8000 K). Usually white light is 
created by applying a phosphor-based coating to a blue diode, 
either directly on the diode or on a separate plate over it. 

This coating converts some of the blue light to white light of 
various colour temperatures – a process that is similar to how 

a standard fluorescent tube works. The quality of the light is 
determined both by the specification of the blue LED and by 
how carefully the phosphor is matched to the selected diode.

Because a blue LED is the basis of the white light, efficiency 
is greater for colder colour temperatures. To obtain a warmer 
colour temperature, the phosphor must convert a larger 
proportion of the original blue light.

Colour rendition

Colour rendition in LED'S is not exactly the same as in traditional 
light sources, but it is still described as Ra/CRI. The Ra scale is 
from 1 to 100 and measures the capacity of the light source to 
render colours. Depending on your choice of LED, the degree 
of colour rendition (Ra) normally varies from 60 to 97. A high Ra 
often produces a somewhat lower light output.

Normally, colour rendition is measured using the CIE method on 
a scale of eight colours (see illustration). The Colour Rendering 
Index (CRI) is given as an average value (Ra), so it is possible for 
a light source to be good at rendering seven colours but not as 
good at the eighth. A complementary scale is called CRI 1–14, 
which contains six or more colours. As the illustration (using a 
standard Ra 80 module) shows, this LED cannot render the bright 
red colour, number nine, in an optimal way. In consequence, the 
average CRI 1–14 value is lower than the average for CRI 1–8. 
Regardless of the average value, we can see that the LED does 
not give an ideal rendering of the red scale.  

There is a new standard for the evaluation of the colour 
properties of LED – TM-30, which uses a scale of 99 colours. This 
standard provides further information about the fidelity of the 
light (Rf) and gamut or level of saturation (Rg) of the colours, as 
well as a separate index for the red – R9 or Rfh1. 

This level of detail is particularly important for colour matching 
applications and retail lighting where one could choose a 
particular LED for either perfect colour fidelity to match natural 
light or to make certain colours ‘pop’ in fresh produce areas or 
clothing stores.
Colour rendition can vary among LED'S from different 
manufacturers, but is linked to the spectral distribution of the 
LED. Therefore, an analysis of the spectral distribution can give 
us more information about the LED’s ability to reproduce colours. 
It is also worth noting that colour rendition can differ between 
a new LED and one that has been in use for several thousand 
hours.

Chart B
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10.1 LED LIGHTING SYSTEMS

Visual comfort

The great challenge with LED'S is to keep glare within reasonable 
levels. It is not unusual that LED'S and LED modules have a 
luminance (light intensity) of over 300,000 cd/m². In contrast, a 
standard T5 fluorescent tube has a luminance of 17,000 cd/m².
Luminaire developed for working environments are a careful 
balancing act between comfort and economy. 

From a financial stance, creating a naked LED module with 
a cooling unit and external driver would deliver the highest 
lumens to watts ratio. However, this solution would be completely 
impractical. The greater the efficiency the greater the glare, a 
factor which should be considered in both the development 
and selection of luminaires.

In commercial environments the light from an LED or LED module 
has to be controlled by reflectors, lenses, or some other form of 
diffusing material.  The choice of reflector material or lens used 
is crucial to maintaining the luminaire’s efficiency while keeping 
the luminance sufficiently low.

Lifetime LED luminaires

According to the latest international standards, the lifetime of 
LED luminaires must be shown by two declared values – the 
lifetime of the LED module and the lifetime of the driver. These 
values are summarised and displayed to provide more accurate  
data.

What affects the lifetime of LED-luminaires?

The expected life depends on a number of factors, including:

• Choice of LED (brand and type).
• How hard the selected LED is driven (how much current it is 

driven with).
• Luminaire design (in view of the LED or LED module's 

temperature).
• Choice of driver.
• The use of the luminaire.
• Other materials used in the design.
• The environment in which the product is installed.

Lifetime LED-modules

LED-modules themselves are shown as L70, L80 or L90. The L value 
describes the percentage of the initial luminous flux being 
produced within an estimated timeframe. This value is then 
combined with a B or C value.

The B value describes accuracy or variation of the estimation 
shown in the L value. The B value for most products is B50, which 
means that the declared luminous flux can be regarded as a 
mean value. 

The B value does not include any total failures of modules.

Example: L80B50 70 000 h means that after 70 000 hours the 
luminous flux will correspond to 80 % of the luminous flux the 
product produced when new.

The C value stands for “catastrophic failures” or complete 
failures, i.e. no light is emitted from the module. The value is 
specified in combination with a percentage. 

Failure of an individual LED on a module with many LED'S is not 
shown in the C value but is instead included in the B value. The 
C value can, for example, be C10 or lower. C10  means that at 
the specified time 10 % of the modules will not produce any 
light. 

The C value is for standard modules that are not commonly used 
indoors (~1 %) and it is often possible to disregard the value. 
The C value will therefore not be reported as standard for indoor 
products.

Lifetime drivers

The lifetime of a driver is not affected by its design, but rather 
by its component electronic parts and the temperature of 
these. Drivers are given a reference point called Tc (critical 
temperature). The temperature of this metering point must never 
exceed what is stated by the manufacturer. The lifetime of a 
driver is often stated as for example 50.000 hours /10 %. This 
means that if the temperature of the tc point is maintained at a 
certain specified level, a maximum of 10 % of the driver will fail 
within the specified time. 

The life will be extended when the driver operates at a lower 
temperature –Lighting Innovations Africa ensures that all their 
luminaires operate with the driver operating temperature well 
below the  manufacturer's recommendations.

Drivers

The operation of LED'S or LED modules requires specially 
adapted power supplies, often referred  to as drivers.

These convert 230 V mains voltage to the appropriate values 
for the operation of the component. It is important that the 
driver is both designed and approved for the operation of 
LED'S. Although some LED'S can be driven by conventional 
transformers, these can lack various protective measures, such 
as protection against short-circuiting, which can cause personal 
injury. 

There are essentially two different forms of operation of LED 
modules/luminaires: constant current or constant voltage.
If an LED module is operated using a constant voltage source 
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but without current limitation, the current will increase up to the 
thermal destruction of the LED. To avoid this effect, LED modules 
for operation with constant voltage are fitted with integrated 
current control.

Constant voltage is normally only used for LED products with a 
large number of LED'S, e.g. LED tape and LED products featuring 
a luminous line function. The constant voltage is usually 12V or 
24V DC.

When operating an LED using a constant current source, the 
current operating the LED is kept at a constant level, with current 
control being integrated in the driver. The use of a constant 
current source is more efficient.

Constant current drivers can be divided into two types – SELV 
and non-SELV. 

SELV (safety extra low voltage) drivers limit the forward voltage 
to < 60V. These drivers are used for luminaires where there is the 
possibility of physical contact with the LED modules. The LED 
modules are normally connected in parallel with these drivers 
and the driver output current is higher than non-SELV.

Important features of all drivers are no-load, overload and short 
circuit protection – as all of these conditions will impair driver 
function and lead to premature failure of the driver Lighting 
Innovations Africa only use drivers that incorporate these 
features.

Another important feature of drivers is the ripple characteristic. 
Ripple refers to alternating voltage superimposed on direct 
voltage. The corresponding ripple current leads to a rise in 
temperature inside LED modules and a decrease in light quality. 
Ripple current (flicker) for office lighting needs to be less than 
10% and optimally less than 5% - Lighting Innovations Africa only 
use drivers with ripple current less than 5%.

10  TECHNICAL
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10.2 SYMBOL DEFINITIONS

IP
    20

IK
   16

F

III

Luminaire is fitted with LED technology

Luminaire can be mounted to normally combustible surface 

(maximum luminaire surface temperature < 90ºC)

Class I insulation

The luminaires in this class have basic electrical insulation 

and all of their potentially electrically conductive parts are 

connected to a protective conductor. The protective conductor 

terminal displays this marking.

Class II Insulation

Live parts are fitted with additional insulation. Connection to a 

protective conductor is not permitted.

Class III Insulation

Protection against electrical shock is based on use of safety 

extra low voltage (SELV < 60V). 

Flicker Free - LED driver used has ripple current of < 5%

LI-Connect - Bluetooth mesh connect module optional

IK Ratings are an international numeric classification to 

indicate the degrees of protection provided by enclosures 

for electrical equipment against external mechanical 

impacts. It provides a means of specifying the capacity of 

an enclosure to protect its contents from external impacts in 

accordance with IEC 62262:2002 and IEC 60068-2-75:1997.

Solid objects/dust Liquids/water

1st Number Degree of Protection 2nd Number Degree of Protection

0 No protection. 0 No protection.

1
Protected against solid objects over 50mm e.g. hands, large 
tools.

1
Protected against vertically falling drops of water or 
condensation.

2
Protected against solid objects over 12.5mm e.g. hands, 
large tools.

2
Protected against falling drops of water, if the case is 
disposed up to 15 degrees from vertical.

3
Protected against solid objects over 2.5mm e.g. wire, small 
tools.

3
Protected against sprays of water from any direction, even if 
the case is positioned up to 60 degrees from vertical.

4 Protected against solid objects over 1.0mm e.g. wires. 4 Protected against splash water from any direction.

5
"Limited protection against dust ingress. 
(no harmful deposit)"

5
Protected against low pressure water jets from any direction. 
Limited ingress permitted.

6 Totally protected against dust ingress. 6
Protected against high pressure water jets from any 
direction. Limited ingress permitted.

7 7 Protected against short periods of immersion in water.

8 8
Protected against long, durable periods of immersion in 
water.




